If you show your humanity to these unfortunate creatures by establishing a colony in the North western part of our continent this by no means will be a politic measure. It will be like planting a tree which in time will grow to such a size as to become formidable, and perhaps become so powerful as to invade some part of our territory, it will be like establishing another savage race in our western world to harass our defense frontiers, in short it will be like fostering an enemy until it becomes able to vent in crimes committed against us. Is it not reasonable to suppose that it would have a great effect on the minds of that unhappy part mankind which would still be bound by the iron fetters of bondage? Would they not become more disinclined to their present situation knowing that a great part of their brethren were placed in a free situation? If this dissatisfaction did not prompt to open inaudence the glimmering hope of reaching this peaceful land would they bitterness in this few little share of happiness and blast all their engagements. There is still another weighty objection to this measure; if this body should become more skillful in all the arts which are common to all civilized people they would soon become a strong body, and their strength would be sufficient to do considerable damage when excited; this would be made a place of resort by those who should be disappointed in some of their views in the United States. What did disappointed ambition prompt Aaron Burr to? Would he not have been highly gratified to have found such a place to fly to in order to give vent to his malicious design? At my turn be reasonably suppose that this place would not be left free from attempts to excite their wrath. It would not be a difficult thing for a small share of eloquence to raise these